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FCL.008 has now completed its review of
existing requirements for the instrument
rating and agreed a draft recommendation
which may form the basis of an EASA
Notice of Proposed Amendment in late 2010

T

he issue of the future of the IMC
rating has caused a huge amount
of controversy, much of it based on
misconceptions. This is an attempt to give
a balanced account of the development
and future of instrument flying for the
private pilot. It’s rather long but this is a
complicated and important story. I have
tried to differentiate throughout between
facts, likely outcomes and personal opinions.
The views are my own and are not in any
way official.

The IMC rating
The IMC rating came into being in 1967
following some accidents. Accounts of
meetings at the time bristle with complaints
about restricting freedom, over complex
airspace and an unnecessarily complicated
instrument rating. It seems nothing changes.
PPL holders were required to have 100 hours
total time including 60 hours P1 before

starting training for the new rating and this
discouraged uptake. Ten years later only
2,000 of the 18,000 PPLs had an IMC
even though many had been given it on a
grandfather basis at the outset. It had been
hoped that other countries would follow
the UK lead and obtain exemptions for this
sub ICAO rating but none did. Proposals
were then tabled for a two stage rating with
a basic 10 hours course and an advanced 15
hour course but that never happened. Then,
in 1980, changes were implemented which
brought us to broadly the current format.
The pre-IMC requirement was reduced to
10 hours, the course itself lengthened from
10 to 15 hours plus a new written exam.
Interestingly, this set of changes introduced
the ‘in sight of the surface’ limitation to the
UK PPL. The IMC was valid in airspace as
defined in a schedule of the Air Navigation
Order. While there was some relationship
to complexity of airspace this seemed
idiosyncratic. For example, a large section
of little used Scottish airspace was out of
bounds. One significant thought to carry
forward is that it was normal practice to fly
IMC en route and regain VMC well clear
P3►
of a destination airfield where an
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It’s membership
renewal time
PPL/IR Europe annual
membership runs from 1st January
to 31st December. To avoid our
Membership Administrator
being overwhelmed with renewal
requests over the Christmas
period, it would be most helpful
if you would please renew your
membership as soon as possible.
The easiest way to renew is via
the website www.pplir.org and
then select ‘Joining & member
services’ - where you can pay the
renewal fee of £60 securely via
SECPay. Alternatively, you can
send a cheque for £60, together
with your name, address and
membership number, to:
PPL/IR Europe, The Business
Centre, Llangarron, Ross-on-Wye,
Herefordshire HR9 6PG.
If you currently hold a
membership card (without photo)
but would prefer an aircrew
card (with photo), please email
a passport style photo, saved as
a .jpeg file to the Membership
Administrator. If you already
hold an aircrew card but the
photograph needs updating, please
email a current photo as above.
Again, if this could be done as
soon as possible, it would help us
enormously.
Your 2010 membership/aircrew
card will arrive by the end of
January, which is when your
current card expires.
If you have any questions
regarding your renewal, please
contact the Membership
Administrator at memsec@pplir.
org.
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◄P1
instrument approach was not allowed. Later
when countries adopted common airspace
definitions the schedule was abandoned and
the IMC became valid within the UK in
Classes D, E and G airspace.
For simplicity the CAA did not define
approach minima for the IMC holders. They
recommended an added 300ft to individual
airfield minima published in the Air Pilot
with a non-precision absolute minimum
of 600ft or the visual manoeuvring height,
whichever was greater. These published
minima were themselves recommendations.
You can see how, when minima later became
statutory, the current bizarre position
emerged. The privileges of the IMC are to
fly in exactly the same weather conditions
as the IR except for a visibility restriction of
1,800 metres. On the other hand the CAA
advice is not to use the privileges granted but
rather to treat it as what became known as a
‘get out of trouble’ rating. This advice evolved
to adding 200ft to published minima with
absolute minima of 500ft for precision
approaches and 600ft for non-precision
approaches.

The least bad compromise
I do not wish to disparage the efforts of
many well meaning folk over this extended
period. In a time of great change they did
their best to adapt but the reality was that
what emerged was not a finely crafted
product carefully aligned to the needs and
skills of pilots. In that great British tradition
we ‘made do’ and lived with the least bad
compromise.
Thus pilots with 15 hours training,
possibly from an instructor whose own
experience is quite limited, are accorded
effectively the same privileges within the UK
as pilots who are deemed to require about
50 hours of training within an approved
organisation. IMC holders operate in the
lower levels with worse weather, generally
flying a less capable aircraft. They have
less comprehensive ATC services and use
airfields with fewer facilities. Often they
have little chance to stay current and are
subject to less frequent renewal checks than
holders of the IR.
It is not hard to see that this seems rather
irrational if you live anywhere else in the
world since no other country has seen a
requirement for an IMC like rating. On
the other hand it must be said that the
IMC has in practice continued to generate
few problems and is well liked. It is argued
that there is a safety benefit but I can find
no credible evidence to support this. The
data is pretty inadequate with no record
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of hours flown and often no record of the
licence held by pilots involved in accidents or
incidents. One might argue polar opposites.
It encourages partly trained pilots to enter
conditions that they cannot cope with or
it enables pilots to avoid situations which
would have been dangerous if they had not
held the rating. The CAA itself has been
somewhat schizophrenic in its reaction
to the IMC. In 1995, after a high profile
GA fatality blamed on IMC induced
overconfidence, the CAA went public with
its concerns. A spokesman said that ‘We came
to the conclusion that the IMC rating is not
very satisfactory. We did not like the content,
testing or revalidation at only 25 months.’ The
outcome then was a proposal for the IWR,
the Instrument Weather Rating. This was
intended to be a 20 hour course with similar,
but mandatory, privileges to the IMC. The
time would have counted towards the full
IR. In the event history repeated itself and
this proposal did not find favour.
On the basis of the only two surveys of
IMC holders of which I am aware, it is
evident that IMC holders do indeed value
the rating and that the vast majority use it in
the ‘get out of trouble’ mode. A minority, for
example PPL instructors, use it to recover in
mild IMC to known airfields and only a tiny
minority use its full privileges for travelling
some distance in IMC intending to land
using an instrument approach procedure at a
possibly unfamiliar destination.

The instrument rating
The original UK IR system allowed anyone
with 700 hours experience to present
themselves for the flight test and theory
exams. In 1964 new rules allowed those with
less experience to do a full time 20 hours
course and spend 100 hours in classroom
study. At the time the disparity between the
700 hour and approved school routes was
considered quite unreasonable. The latter
formed the basis of the system we have today
and, in the UK, the initial test is still carried
out by examiners employed by the CAA.
Much mythology has grown up about this
test but what is undoubtedly true is that it
is more structured and consistent than most
tests worldwide. Not necessarily better or
harder, just more consistent. With the advent
of the JAA, the IR requirements evolved
into the onerous process we have today with
extensive theoretical knowledge (TK) exams
and 50 hours flying with Approved Training
Organisations (ATOs). It is a fact that the
JAA system was not based on the needs of an
instrument pilot. It represented the training
hours remaining after the time for other
elements of the full time cadet ATPL course
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had been allocated. This lead to a perception
that much of the TK syllabus was useless to
a private pilot, that the dual instruction in
an ATO was excessive and that the flight test
was archaic and unnecessarily demanding.
The US has always been considered a
Mecca for the private pilot leading to more
IR myths taking root amongst the facts.
Some considered that an FAA IR was like an
IMC. Others believed that the FAA IR was
entirely comparable to, or even harder than
a CAA IR. Almost all believed it was more
relevant to the real world of PPL instrument
flying. As best I can judge, the truth is that
they are comparable but different. The FAA
TK is certainly more attainable and relevant,
and is offered in convenient ways through
distance learning and online exams. While
only 15 hours training with an instructor
is compulsory for an FAA IR (indeed the
ICAO minimum is even less at 10 hours)
the reality is that most pilots training in the
US take the same 40 or so hours to attain
test standards as in the UK. It is true that
training and testing standards are far more
variable in the US than the UK and while
I have come across no evidence of outright
corruption, it is almost certainly possible
to get an ‘easy’ IR. That said it is definitely
currently possible to get an ‘easy’ IR in at
least one country in Europe. Variability and
laxity seem obviously unwise in an activity
with such an obvious potential for disastrous
outcomes. Surprisingly, as far as I am aware,
there is no evidence that the accident rates
of pilots trained anywhere in what one
might loosely call the developed world differ
greatly. Perhaps fear and a desire for self
preservation kick in. This cocktail of myth
and reality has meant that a large number
of aircraft in Europe are operated on the N
register by pilots holding the FAA IR. Again
there is no evidence of a measurable impact
on safety.

Recent developments
Europe, through EASA, is taking
responsibility for many aspects of aviation
including pilot licensing. They want a
common system across Europe but this is
not in any way peculiar to aviation. The
UK has signed up to working towards a
federal Europe with much reduced powers
remaining to the member states. EASA
established that a number of states had
national ratings and, unsurprisingly, their
view was that they should either become
Europe-wide qualifications or disappear.
Some, like mountain ratings, were relatively
easy to assess. If there were mountains it was
needed and in countries that had gentler
terrain the existence of such a rating caused
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no difficulty. The IMC was rather strange
in that there seemed no credible reason
why the UK was a special case. Arguments
based on the nature of UK weather and
safety outcomes did not stand up to scrutiny.
British people tend to think of Europe in
terms of the sunny skies of the south and
choose to ignore Germany, Ireland, the
Scandinavian countries and Northern
France. Also the use of Class A airspace as
a means of excluding IMC holders from
the busiest airspace simply doesn’t work
in Europe where much airspace used by
commercial traffic is Class C or even E.
In my view the only convincing
arguments the UK could deploy for the
IMC relate to the general benefits of
additional training and the complexity of
the IR. This complexity drives the very
large discrepancy between the proportion
of PPL holders with an IR in the US and
Europe. Data is not good but the proportion
is perhaps of the order of 30% in the US and
5% in Europe. This was undesirable and
decreased the utility value of light aircraft
and the freedom of citizens to travel. Utility
is a strong argument in the EEC where
free movement of goods and people is a
fundamental concept. The UK IMC was
a reasonable response to this situation and
had produced a rating which was popular
and which, at the very least, did not have an
adverse impact on safety.

The EASA response
It is greatly to EASA’s credit that in
spite of their enormous workload they
accommodated UK minority concerns
even though they were often expressed
in unhelpful ways. In a public meeting I
attended, a well known GA figure suggested
that we needed an IMC because England
stood alone against the Nazi hordes in the
Second World War. This seemed a rather
bizarre way of influencing an organization
based in Cologne, a city almost wiped out
in that same war. While not descending to
this level, individuals and organisations took
a quite aggressive and strident public stance,
doing harm to the cause they espoused.
In spite of all this EASA set up an expert
group to consider the issue and the FCL.008
committee was borne.
Here it is necessary to outline briefly
the make-up of such “expert groups”, as
they are known. Keep in mind there are
almost 30 countries and numerous sectional
interests to balance. Recommendations
for membership originate from two EASA
standing committees. GA representatives
are put forward via Europe Air Sports (EAS)
who have a place on one of the standing
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committees. PPL/IR Europe is the only
member of EAS representing powered
flight. We lobbied hard since we believed
we were one of the few organisations with
specialist knowledge. Private instrument
flying has always been an activity which
has fallen uncomfortably between the
wider GA interest and the interests of
commercial aviation. Indeed this inability
to have our interests represented elsewhere
was one of the key reasons why PPL/IR
Europe came into being. Being something
of an aviation nut, I have acquired a fair
portfolio of evidence of pain and expense
with a JAA CPL IR, FI, IRI, CRI and a
couple of type ratings plus an FAA CPL
IR. I operate from a grass strip and have
worked in maintenance and engine rebuild
companies and held an AOC. This enabled
me to fill a few boxes on the CV and I was
offered a place. One rather awkward EASA
rule is that group membership is personal
and substitution is not allowed. This does
facilitate the work of groups dealing with
complex and detailed topics and it means
commitment to spending ten or twelve days
in Cologne on unknown dates, up to a year
ahead. This made it impossible for anyone in
full time employment and, having recently
retired, I was able to take on the task.

The FCL.008 committee
The make-up of the committee is of some
interest:
National airworthiness authorities
3
Europe Air Sports
2
IAOPA
1
Airline pilots
1
Training organisations
1
Gliding
1
EASA
1
Of these ten people, eight hold instrument
ratings and only one is not a PPL holder.
Two are IR examiners and one is an air
traffic controller as well as a voluntary
instructor and examiner. Several others
are instructors. The group is also dealing
with another UK anomaly, glider flying
in and near cloud, not considered here. It
is therefore pretty unarguable that there is
a considerable concentration of expertise.
Three members are from the UK, two
French, three German, one Dutch and one
Dane. Overall the representation might be
considered quite favourable from a UK and
GA perspective. In fact when the group
actually met I was delighted to find that
every member was open to ideas. There was
general agreement that it was unacceptable
that so few European private pilots held
instrument ratings. There was absolutely no
need to argue from first principles as I had
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expected. Rumour had it that the European
professional pilots were very aggressive
in defending what they regard as ‘their
airspace’; however in reality their French
representative on the group, while having
real concerns and a different perspective,
was very fair and open minded in working
towards solutions for each specific issue.
The meetings opened with an invitation
to present papers outlining various aspects
of the existing situation and any proposals
the members chose to bring. The convention
is that, once appointed, group members do
not represent a sectional interest but act as
individual experts. I, perhaps naively, had
taken this seriously. When appointed I had
arranged to visit the CAA, the LAA, AOPA
and the BGA and also held an open meeting
in London. My aim had been to be as
inclusive as possible and garner suggestions
as to how the IMC might fit into the
European airspace structure. While there
were many expressions of support for the
IMC there were absolutely no suggestions
forthcoming as to how this might work.
The only people offering to work towards
some credible proposals were PPL/IR Europe
members. We did a study on the distribution
of airspace classes throughout Europe and
tried to develop a range of solutions. We
wrote several draft proposals and in the
event all but one of the IR related papers
presented to the first meeting emerged from
this work. The CAA argued for something
based on the existing proposal for a ten hour
basic instrument flight module. This has
always struck me as a concept of limited
appeal as it carries no privileges and, in
effect, is just the first few hours of the
current IR syllabus. Consideration was also
given to the UK IMC and unsurprisingly it
was soon apparent that it was unworkable
and unacceptable outside the UK. In the
context of designing a new system for PPL
access to instrument flying it was obvious
that a truly accessible IR on FAA lines was
the key issue and the place to start detail
consideration.

An accessible IR consensus emerges
To skirt around a quite involved process,
the accessible IR was broadly welcomed,
tempered mainly with concerns about
maintaining standards. There was general
agreement that the TK syllabus involved
far too much material which was either
commercial in nature or irrelevant. The
group considered all the thousand plus
learning objectives individually. It became
quite amusing to admit that I did not
understand some obscure topic and ask
someone round the table to explain its
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meaning or relevance. After the first few
times with the whole group furtively
avoiding eye contact to avoid exposing their
own mystification, it was relatively easy to
eliminate about half the existing syllabus.
This would make the candidate’s task quite
comparable with that involved in the FAA
TK.
There was more difficulty with the flying
training as the basic EASA concept is to
vest authority in approved organisations,
unlike the FAA system where individual
instructors have authority. A compromise
was reached in which the course is a mix
of experience, training with a qualified
instructor and training within an ATO prior
to the initial skills test. The mix is entirely
ICAO compliant with the ATO element
being the ICAO minimum of 10 hours.
Please understand this does not mean that
the average person can or should get an IR
with 10 hours training as it will still take
the vast majority of candidates much longer.
However, it will not be arbitrary but related
to what is needed to reach the test standard.
We felt that the current standards are
entirely appropriate to the skills instrument
pilots need but they could be delivered in
a flexible manner. It is vital to emphasise
that this is not some lesser IR. The skill test
remains identical for all applicants whether
they are commercial or private pilots. There
are just various ways in which candidates
can acquire the necessary competence.

The en-route instrument rating
Frankly, I was astounded at the degree of
support for the proposals we put forward.
While it will still be more expensive and
time consuming to get an IR in Europe
than the US, this reflects the relative cost
and aviation infrastructure rather than the
outcome of an inappropriate syllabus. Given
this ‘win,’ and considering that nowhere
other than the UK has found some sub
ICAO instrument qualification necessary,
I expected to meet considerable resistance
to our suggestion of an en-route instrument
rating (EIR). In the event this was not the
case. Though there were many detailed
concerns, the key motivator was a feeling
that the step between the PPL and the IR
was still too great. Given that a key objective
was to encourage pilots to become IFR
qualified, an intermediate step was very
valuable.
EASA has few non-negotiable
requirements but, as the European legal
system builds, later rules and privileges
have to be consistent with earlier decisions.
This meant that licence privileges could
not be defined in terms of airspace classes,
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and any rating would be valid in any class
of airspace, including Class A. The group
also considered it desirable that experience
and training for the EIR (five hours with
an instructor, ten in an ATO) would count
should the candidate later decide to carry
on and gain a full EASA IR. Partly because
of this, the group decided that an EIR
would require the same TK as a full IR.
The pilots will share the same airspace and
need knowledge so nearly identical to the
full IR that creating separate exams was not
warranted. The benefit is that a pass in TK
acquired as part of EIR will, assuming an
EIR is issued and kept current, be valid for
seven years. This gives pilots plenty of time
to decide if they wish to upgrade from an
EIR to the full IR so the processes are fully
‘joined up’.

Outcomes
FCL.008 has now agreed the draft they
will recommend as the basis for the EASA
Notice of Proposed Amendment (NPA).
Although very important, this is only the
first step in the process. Next, the EASA
legal department will ensure that the
draft matches standards and precedents.
They will not aim to change the intent of
FCL.008 but this could happen. Then the
NPA will go out to public consultation
and, having taken account of comments,
will then proceed to the higher levels of the
European decision making process. It is
perfectly possible for this political process to
overturn the recommendations of FCL.008;
however, these will be part of the overall
licensing process which has been given the
highest priority by EASA, as confirmed as
part of the outcome of the much publicised
disagreement between the Commission and
EASA. I emphasise that I have no crystal
ball, these are my opinions based on my
experience and on EASA public statements.
But the proposals do have solid support and
are integral with changes which are based
on years of work and which have a lot of
political and organisational momentum
behind them. I would be very disappointed
indeed if they did not find their way into law
largely intact.

UK IMC holders
The question of grandfather rights for the
IMC is primarily a matter for the CAA
rather than EASA but the member state
freedom of action is constrained. I am not
qualified to explain the European legal
process but will try to give a flavour of the
options. It is not possible at the EASA level
for there to be a UK only qualification. It is
amazing to me that from the outset people
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have not understood that a European system
was bound to resist anything other than
Europe wide rules. Hey guys, just read the
national press! It is possible at the member
state level for opt-outs of various kinds to
be negotiated (remember Mrs Thatcher).
However it seems to me highly unlikely that
the UK government and indeed the CAA
would spend scarce political capital in this
minority cause. Such an opt-out would have
little to do with the facts of the case. It’s a
horse trading process across a wide spectrum
of political objectives.
Returning to the ‘EASA level’ it is possible
for a national airworthiness authority to
make what is known as an equivalent
safety case for national variations. The
CAA representative on the FCL.008 group
commented that such variations would
only be possible for those holding an EASA
rating such as the EIR and even then only
as a transitional arrangement. This is a very
important point to understand for those
who have mistakenly regarded the EIR as
an IMC replacement. Firstly, the EIR is
not intended as an IMC replacement and,
secondly, the EIR is the only basis on which
a safety case might be made for some IMClike privileges in the UK for existing IMC
holders.
There is not the slightest chance of basing
any equivalent safety case on the relationship
between the IMC and a full IR. Thus only
the holder of an EIR could possibly be
the beneficiary of any grandfather rights.
Whatever its privileges in the UK, the
EIR would remain a European rating with
Europe wide privileges.

A least bad compromise again?
The required skills for an EIR are not the
same as the IMC. It is more limited in that
there are no approaches but in other ways
it is more extensive covering flight in the
busiest airspace at higher levels and across
Europe.
Because of this my personal view is that it
would be appropriate for an IMC holder to
take the TK exam. The IMC has a limited
theory element and what there is has a
practical UK focus and is administered at
the PPL level within the flying schools. If
this is what is decided I don’t expect IMC
holders to be pleased but the knowledge
is important and the effort required
proportionate to the privileges on offer.
As regards flying skills my opinion
would be that IMC holders should do an
assessment flight in an ATO and subsequent
training as determined by the ATO in order
to meet the skill test standard. In some
cases this might be very little or even zero.
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problem. For all those who think it possible to work round residence
rules then I suggest that decades of taxation law has meant that
for most people it won’t work. If you swim in the pond and quack,
it’s hard to argue you are not a duck. I am sure there will be lots of
clever schemes suggested and maybe, if you operate a very expensive
aircraft, the cost and effort is worthwhile but I doubt it.
Since I was on the spot, I was asked by the legal department
at EASA to give my personal opinion as both the owner of an N
registered aircraft and an FAA licence holder. Firstly, I suggested that
any acceptance of e.g. an FAA qualification should be permanent
and not annual as in the current proposals. Secondly, I suggested
that the TK differences could be dealt with by an oral examination
as part of a skill test rather than doing some of the exams as presently
proposed. There is also a requirement for 100 hours of instrument
time which seemed reasonable. One does not want to open up
anything which might be seen as bypassing an EASA IR and
generating vigorous protectionist opposition from professional pilots.
You are more likely to get draft legislation amended if you keep the
alterations to a minimum. The above has no status whatsoever. It’s
entirely up to EASA how they proceed. All I can say is that I was
given a good hearing and the ideas seemed to meet with serious
consideration.

In others, the full 15 hours training might be needed. This seems to
me unarguable and anyway anything less is unlikely to be acceptable
in Europe. For that minority of IMC holders who are highly
experienced and have been using their rating for hard IFR flight then
my advice is to go for the full IR. The minimum training is modest
and the TK requirement identical. Those who are less experienced
or who have used their rating more in the ‘get out of trouble’ fashion
do not lose out greatly. All the training they take will be valid if, at a
later stage having built experience, they go on to the full IR.
The CAA has understandably been unwilling to give any formal
statement as to its intentions before EASA publishes the NPA.
However it has been very helpful informally in responding to a
request for clarification of the legal position. The indication is that
the only mechanism available to it is Article 14 of the basic EASA
regulation. EASA has given some hints that it would give any
equivalent safety case presented under the provisions of this article
favourable consideration. To my non-expert eye, using Article 14
to bolt on time-limited IMC privileges to an EIR goes beyond
its apparent intent. However I guess anything is possible if the
CAA and EASA are in accord. I certainly feel that some method
of allowing existing IMC holders to retain their current privileges
within the UK while holding a current EIR would take a lot of the
heat out of the situation and be a good way of ensuring an orderly
transition.

A PPL /IR Europe perspective
Of course there are some who will resist
any change; however, I think what has
emerged is potentially a ‘dream ticket’.
For years we have worked away quietly
accepting criticism and sometimes
abuse and I think it is time we were
little more forthright. What is on
the table has been achieved entirely
through the efforts of PPL/IR
Europe. Far from helping, some
aggressive voices have hindered
the process and adversely affected
One
the UK’s influence in Europe.
A copy of Roger Dunn’s IMC, of the first
possibly the first and certainly one IMC Ratings to be issued
of the earliest IMC ratings ever
issued is shown above. Roger has spent the best part of thirty years
representing pilot’s interests in far from favourable circumstances.
More recently Paul Draper has spent four or five years building on

FAA IR holders
The position of FAA IR holders is more complicated. This issue was
not the responsibility of the FCL.008 group. Nevertheless we tried to
build (into the EASA IR) minimum requirements which would not
be unduly onerous for the experienced holders of an ICAO licence
to fulfil. They would be in the same position as the experienced
IMC holder described above needing TK, an assessment flight,
minimum 10 hours in the ATO and a skill test. I don’t expect them
to be overjoyed but this is not ridiculous overkill. This route gives
the holder an EASA IR (assuming they have at least an EASA PPL to
attach it to.)
An alternative route involves a process by which EASA accepts
a third country - in this case FAA - qualification allowing them to
continue to fly N registered aircraft within Europe. The current
proposals for the acceptance of third country licences are set out in
Annex 3 to the EASA Implementing Regulations which have been in
place for some time. This only applies if you are a European resident.
If you are a US citizen flying in Europe then you do not have a

Comparison of knowledge and training requirements for existing and proposed instrument ratings
FAA IR

ICAO IR

JAA IR

UK IMC

Proposed IR

Proposed EIR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Limited

Yes

Yes

Prior experience

50 Hours

50 Hours

50 Hours

10 Hours

50 Hours

50 Hours

Assessment flight

Pre test sign-off

No

Pre test sign-off

No

Pre ATO
training

None

Instrument time

40 Hours

40 Hours

Not Specified

Not Specified, 4
hours in PPL

40 Hours

None other than
in PPL

Dual training

15 Hours

10 Hours

N/A

None

15 Hours

5 Hours

None

None

50 Hours

15 Hours

10 Hours

10 Hours

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Logged hrs or
annual flight

Unspecified

Annual flight
test

25 month flight
test

Annual flight
test

Annual flight
test

Theoretical Knowledge

Training in an ATO
Skill test
Revalidation
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the foundations laid down by Roger,
spreading the influence of PPL/IR
Europe through steady work, year after
year, on representative bodies in the
UK and Europe while these bodies
have only gradually became receptive to
change. In particular, he represented us
with Europe Air Sports and it was this
connection that enabled me to gain a
place on FCL.008. All the committee
and indeed some members have helped
in less visible ways but I will mention
Vasa Babic with his particular skill in
analysis and an ability to get to the
heart of lengthy and less than crystal
clear documents.
What we need now is for every
member to do their bit over the next
12 to 18 months. Take a few minutes
to explain the reality to other pilots
who believe all the negative rubbish to
be found on PPRuNe and elsewhere.
These changes have the potential to
drive an enormous upsurge in interest
in instrument flying. It helps in our
negotiations with the CAA, NATS
and others. To be fair these bodies are
far more open than ever before but if
we expect them to do things to help
us, we have to show that the volume of
users makes their efforts worthwhile.
We have to show airfields that there is
enough GA usage to make it in their
interests to provide decent access and
handling services at a fair price. We
need you to participate in our future
efforts to make mainland Europe more
aware of the potential that is opening
up.
As a group we have more experience
of what is possible than anyone else.
PPL/IR Europe will be producing
material in several languages and doing
lots of practical work to show how a
new rating structure could be used to
best advantage. Most important of all,
when the NPA is published towards
the end of 2010, we need to do our best
to encourage lots of positive response
to balance the inevitable negativity. It
is human nature for the dissatisfied to
be noisy and the satisfied to remain
silent. GA has many opponents in the
wider aviation world and we have failed
lamentably to speak with one voice or
at least to coordinate and minimise our
differences. Let’s see if on this occasion
we can help EASA steer these excellent
proposals through to implementation
and make going places IFR a really
practical proposition for many
more people.
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Feedback on Flying the GPS approach (published in IP75)

T

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

o add a little more from the coal face to the article on GPS approaches:

It seems that the author based the article entirely on his experience with the Garmin
430/530 series. It is important to be aware that other GPS systems, even within the Garmin
family, behave differently.
A classic example was a recent hiccough with the Exeter 26 RNAV approach. This had been
tried and approved by Aviation South West using the Garmin 155XL series but when it was
flown by two CAA examiners using a Garmin 430 series a spurious waypoint appeared
which misled them into a descent below the intended profile. Red faces all round and
embarrassing enquiries from the Director of Airspace Policy! It transpired that the Garmin
430 series is an adaptation of the Apollo GPS and does not have the same safeguards in it…
(The Honeywells behaved like the 155XL and did not show the spurious waypoint).
Likewise the problem of the GPS showing only the distance to next waypoint – true for the
430/530 series but others, including the true Garmins, can be set to default to cumulative
distance.
None of the general aviation GPS systems, in my view, take adequate notice of groundspeed. If there is strong tailwind the notice to turn comes too late and the aircraft may well
be outside the protected area leading to the final approach fix.
Especially having regard to (4) above it is almost essential that the second needle of the RMI
is connectable to the GPS. Full scale deflection on an HSI gives very little spatial awareness!
Also, the option to override the GPS to HSI slaving when an ILS frequency is selected seems
a sensible choice but is often overlooked. The 430, in particular, has a very small annunciation of VLOC / GPS and no other warnings.

Richard Bristowe, Aviation South West, Exeter
Ed: A new RNAV approach is now available at Plymouth for Runway 31
(since 22nd Oct 2009)

GPS approaches finally arrive for the Initial IRT
On 9th September 2009, the CAA’s Chief Examiner, Pat Lander, wrote to all Flight Training
Organisations conducting IR training. His letter is reproduced below.

Proposal for changes to the Initial Instrument Rating Test (IRT) profile
Introduction

F

ollowing the introduction of GNSS non-precision approaches in the UK, it is the intention
of the UK CAA to include these approaches as an option for Section 5 (non-precision
approach) of the IRT. The introduction of these approaches has implications for the use of HSI
or OBS course bar indicators on other non-precision approaches during IRT.
The changes
Until now it has been CAA policy to require applicants to demonstrate single needle tracking skills
on either NDB or VOR approaches. GNSS approaches are normally flown with final approach
course information linked to the HSI or OBS course bar. If this presentation is acceptable for test
purposes on GNSS approaches then it would be reasonable to accept the same presentation for
other forms of non-precision approach such as VOR and ILS Localizer only approaches.
Implementation
With immediate effect the HSI or OBS course bar may be used when carrying out a VOR
approach and, where available, Localizer Only approaches may be specified by the examiner for
the non-precision approach requirements of the IRT. GNSS approaches may be specified by the
examiner to fulfil the non-precision approach requirement of the IRT (in any aircraft suitably
equipped and certified and with applicants who have been appropriately trained) with effect
from 1 January 2010. On all tests the requirement to hold using a single-needle presentation
will remain.
Ed: I have also been asked to remind readers that, in order to use the GPS during an
approach or for en-route navigation, the databases must be current.
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Flying in an operations
based environment
Part 3 of 3
By Peter Bondar

Flying in a more structured environment
and what private pilots can learn from it

I

have previously looked at the legal
framework governing EU-OPS based
environments and then the logic associated
with building safety margins into our
operations. In this final article I will look at
actual operations. What we will do is take
one particular trip as a worked example. One
of the biggest factors within an operations
based environment is that whilst safety is our
key focus the economic pressures to conduct
a mission are very strong.
Historically when I have flown for
pleasure, or even most times on business,
there has always been the power of veto: if
the weather is not too good, then we defer
the flight for another day. In a commercial
environment, clients are not interested
in the weather or in any of your issues,
they just want you to do a task: how you
do it is your affair. Some readers may say,
isn’t this exactly the kind of pressure that
leads to pushing the boundaries that, in
itself, can be dangerous? However, the
difference is that we are now operating in
a well structured, highly defined and well
documented environment. Let’s look at our
sample mission.

Instrument Pilot

The mission

The planning

At 5:30pm on a Saturday night in the
autumn, our company gets a request to fly
150kgs of luggage that could not be fitted
on a Cessna Citation as a result of a party
of people taking two extra passengers to
Vienna. It’s a very high value contract so
it’s difficult to turn down. We are slow but
cheap and as long as the passengers have
their luggage at the ski lodge by 8am the
next day they will be happy.
So we start to run the analysis. 150kgs
of luggage, but we can take a maximum of
230kgs not including pilot, so that’s OK.
Need to confirm sizes and masses for centre
of gravity issues, ground operations will
confirm baggage format with the customer.
Flight time from Northern England, via
the London area, to Vienna is around seven
hours in our DA42. Problem, the pilot has
only a maximum of four more hours before
flight duty restrictions kick in. We operate
only single pilot operations with very
restrictive flight duty regulations.
So the options are that we don’t do the
job or we wait until tomorrow or we go
part way. Politics and perceptions come
into play, the client will want to see the
luggage ‘on its way’, so we agree that we
will dispatch the plane to London and take
it from there.

We decide to take two pilots, an experienced
commander and a relative junior pilot,
only recently signed off. The junior pilot
has not been on duty so we decide to use
the two pilots in a relay. The experienced
commander will start the journey and the
junior pilot will complete the mission. In
reality the experienced commander will be
in the cockpit to act as a sounding board
although technically this is not a two-pilot
operation. Both pilots have done five IFR
trips in the last 90 days including three IFR
approaches which means they are good to go
for night IFR operations.
The ground operations manager is
called out to start planning the flight.
Although not qualified to fly under AOC
operations he is an experienced pilot.
Using FlightPlanPro software the ground
operations manager is able rapidly to
create an IFR route from the London area
to Vienna. Saturday night leaves only a
few options around London; however, it’s
VFR in the London area and so with a few
phone calls we are able to ask Fairoaks to
stay open for us. The broker agrees to get
the client’s bags to Fairoaks for 7pm for us
to collect en route to Vienna.
We work out that we can fill the reserve
tanks up and part fill the mains so no
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need to refuel at Fairoaks. We identify the
only airfield in Germany that seems to
be open at midnight, so that becomes our
refuelling stop. The problem is that mist
and fog is forecast so we have to define two
alternates that will be above non-precision
minimums. This means that we have to
bring our refuelling stop closer to our
point of departure than we would like.
Checking the weather for Vienna shows
more problems as it looks like there it is
at the limits of CAT 1 ILS. So we have to
add two more alternatives which starts to
be tricky for a predicted 4am arrival on a
Sunday morning in central Europe.

So now we have a plan
Both the high speed laser printers start
working. Three sectors. Each sector has a
Navbox ProPlan route with take off, and
weight and balance, with and without TKS
de-ice. A plog for each sector is produced,
each with two alternates. A frequencies list
is created, even though in theory we will
be in controlled airspace for most of the
time. The TAFs and METARs are printed
out for each of the four airfields per sector.
The SIGMETs have been checked and the
NOTAMS are retrieved for all the airfields
as well as en route.
On to Jeppesen Jeppview and between 4
and 48 sets of approach plates are printed
out for each airfield. An IFR map is
printed out as well for the whole journey at
a scale of 1:500,000. We take VFR charts
for the whole route.
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Flying IFR at night is tricky for a couple
of reasons. Our aircraft use TKS de-icing
fluid which has a limited endurance - if
you hit moderate icing you can use up the
whole 30 litres in 45 minutes, not good
on a four hour flight. Also we will be
flying over some of the highest parts of
Europe. During the day you can see the
layers so can quite often remain VMC but
not so easy on a dark moonless night. In
addition to needing 2,000 feet clearance
over 5,000ft plus mountains we have to
add extra clearance if we have more than
30 knots of wind aloft, which is often a
common problem.
Using our operator’s account we use
AFPEx to file VFR routes from our base
to Fairoaks and then two IFR routes across
Europe. We check with Jeppesen weather
and see that light icing is forecasted at
FL070 to FL150. Since we are limited to
FL100 at most it’s going to be interesting;
however as we are “ flight into known icing
approved” we can dispatch.

Lastly the sunglasses are packed
So now we have printed over 180 pages
of A4 paper. We use a multi part folder to
separate weather from each airfield and
each diversion. On this trip it’s a 15 part
folder. Despite the fact the DA42 has a
G1000 flight deck we are paranoid so we
always carry the Garmin 496 with spare
battery pack, the 406 PLB, the ICOM A4
with fresh battery pack, two 12 packs of
AA batteries and 4 LED torches. Lastly
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the sunglasses are packed as sunrise can be
painful on the eyeballs.
So its 6:15pm and now the plane is ready
to go. The crew have been briefed and have
re-verified that the ground operations plan
is OK. The catering pack is loaded, two
flasks of coffee plus an eclectic collection
of in-flight nibbles to keep the crew going.
White Knight Zero Two is launched
(each pilot has their own call sign,
helps avoid RT confusion and fumbles).
Interestingly the use of such call signs
does seem to oil the wheels with access to
controlled airspace apparently given more
easily.
Due to the intensity of the pre-flight
planning it’s usual for nothing to unfold
in flight that raises the blood pressure of
the crew. The 60 page checklist ensures
that the pilot is constantly reminded and
updated on what he has to do at each stage.
The crew have to retain their plogs which
have now been annotated with their in
flight fuel calculations. A copy of their tech
log is left at each point of departure in case
any post event reconstruction is needed.
The flight moves across Europe, with
ground operations tracking the flight via
phone to take off and landing airfields. A
verbal briefing at midnight updates the
crew as to the latest weather and the plane
touches down at 3.50am in a foggy Vienna.
Due to the timing, it’s not until 5pm
the following day that the return flight
commences, but that’s another
story...
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The sun-drenched eastern Europe tour

By Judith and Stephen Niechcial

A

gratifyingly large number of members
.and their partners flew to Prague for
the Regional Executive Meeting (report
in Chairman’s Corner of Instrument
Pilot 75). The arrangements for flying
and lodging for this meeting were
expertly organised by Steve Dunnett in
conjunction with local member, Max
Leser. Most pilots found it exciting
arriving at Prague International Airport
(LKPR), mixing it with the big boys, and
taxying along the complicated geography
of the ground plan. Some others
(including us) had a variety of technical
challenges on the way - in our case
alternator failure leading to diversion and
late arrival. A night time ILS approach to
Prague under a cloudless starry sky was
the compensation, vectored to establish
the runway centre line from about 50
miles out. I think that counts as the
longest ‘straight in’ I’ve ever had! I have to
say that a long taxi around three sides of a
big international airport in the dark with
minimal directions was considerably more
demanding than the actual flight to get
there in the first place.
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A weekend in Prague

and varied Letnany Aviation Museum.
The group hotel was the large, swish and
This is very much Prague’s equivalent of
comfortable Corinthia Towers boasting
Duxford, a large open air area plus hangar
dramatic views over the city, and just a short displays on a still active airfield. There was
metro journey from the city centre, the
an excellent display laid out with aircraft
castle area and the old town. Saturday was
from the earliest days of flying set in
spent according to taste either at the PPL/IR tableau scenes of activity. There was also a
Europe open Executive meeting or exploring comprehensive selection of Soviet jets from
the end of WW11 to the fall of the Berlin
the sights. The cost of the basic bed and
wall. The highlight for me was, however, the
breakfast was a bargain thanks to Steve’s
collection of mid-European designed civilian
and Max’s negotiations. Costs of extras
and military aircraft from the early 1930s
such as drinks in the bar were, however,
through to the end of the War. This featured
astronomical, so the group ate elsewhere in
many manufacturers I’d never heard of and,
a Mexican restaurant suggested by Max.
long since gone, with their own Spitfire and
There we were entertained by staff arriving
at intervals with huge skewers on which were Hurricane look-alike designs.
speared a variety
of fish and
Group photo at the Letnany Aviation Museum
meat, and even
pineapple, to be
sliced directly
onto our already
overloaded
plates.
On Sunday
morning, we
paid a group
visit to the
well-stocked
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After the tour we said goodbye to the
majority of participants and our smaller
group of ten people in five planes flew
off on a semi-circular tour of some of the
famous sights of eastern Europe. Apart from
one overcast morning in Prague, we were
blessed with blue skies, bright sunshine and
a high pressure system over the whole area
for the entire trip, which made for both
uncomplicated flying and an extended
summer holiday atmosphere.

all landed without too much problem. The
welcome was friendly but language barriers
made communication with the information
service in the tower quite challenging.
‘Vente-arrière’ at an uncontrolled field in
France I guess most of us can manage, but
the Hungarian equivalent? Pass. The faded,
circular communist-era terminal was itself
quite interesting.
Budaors terminal building at Budapest

Support was offered
The great thing about these trips (this is
I think the fifth such annual expedition)
is the opportunity to use those hard-won
IFR skills to the full, and if relatively new
to instrument flying, to extend one’s flying
range and experience with the support of
more seasoned veterans. This year the core
of the regular PPL/IR Europe travellers were
pleased to welcome two new participants,
Bill Roberts and Ray Wren, in their brand
new Liberty.

This trip also involved less time over water
than in previous years, and it was arranged
to allow a slightly longer time at each
destination, with shorter flying legs between.
Support was offered, for example on
routeing and flight-planning, and the hope
is that in future years other less experienced
instrument rated pilots will be tempted to
take part. Taking a VFR or IMC rated pilot
along as P2 is also a great way to introduce
others to airways flying and the workings of
the IFR system. Each year, the planning of
the tour switches to different individuals.
Ed: For this tour, Stephen Niechcial
organised the flying/airport side of things and
Judith Niechcial organised the ground aspects
such as hotels, joint dinners, and airport
transfers.

Seemingly designed in some style to
cater for largish numbers of passengers
flying off to who knows where, it is now a
semi-derelict place inhabited by about ten
staff, beavering away at mysterious tasks in
decrepit offices. It struck me very much as
a microcosm of communist countries as I
remember them in the late eighties at the
collapse of the bankrupt Soviet empire. I
have to say it was the only such reminder we
saw in what is now a modern and vibrant
part of Europe.
A half-hour taxi ride brought us to a smart
little hotel on the Pest side of town right next
to the Opera and St. Stephen’s Cathedral,
and we all went our separate ways to explore
the city. The next day, we had organised a
morning minibus tour by a local guide of
the main sites, including Hero’s Square and
the Buda castle areas. Group activity is not
however compulsory on these tours! People
do their own thing, from culture-vulturing
at museums, churches and the opera to
seeking out the chic bars, but we more often
St. Stephen’s Cathedral, Budapest

Prague to Budapest (Budaors)
After a short IFR hop from Prague we
landed at our second destination, Budapest,
where we used the reasonably long but far
from smooth grass strip at Budaors (LHBS),
Budapest’s international airport, Ferihegy,
being ruinously expensive. Despite some
anxiety on the part of those pilots flying
planes that are not at their best on grass, we
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than not linked up for dinner in the evening
to swap flying tales and get to know each
other better.

Back to Budaors but no fuel
Back at Budaors, when it was time to depart,
David Sowray found that his Mooney had
a flat battery. Jump leads were located and
he made it to the next destination where he
remembered that the light in the luggage
compartment can easily be switched on
inadvertently when removing bags, and
this had indeed happened. What a relief!
That was the only technical problem we
encountered during the tour - unless you
count the venerable old lady responsible for
collecting the landing fees at Budaors, who
seemed quite unable to get her computer
screen to come up with correct answers.
When planning, we had checked for the
availability of Avgas at Budaors; however,
in the event, problems with the bowser
meant the advertised Avgas was not in fact
available. Most aircraft had enough to get
to Ljubljana, but two of the smaller planes,
the Liberty and our Grumman Tiger had
to fly south for two minutes, to re-fuel at
the neighbouring ex-military airport of
Tokol. This was marked on the VFR chart
as disused, had no ICAO code and did not
exist on any GPS database. When we got
there we found a massive concrete runway
and a flourishing little flying club. It is
clearly the base for GA in Budapest. If only
we had known!

On to Balaton/Sarmellek
After all the city sight-seeing in Prague and
Budapest, a little R&R was necessary, and
we flew, most of us VFR/VMC in haze,
along the 40 mile length of Lake Balaton
to the little town of Keszthely on the
shore. The airport for Balaton is Sarmellek
(LHSM), frequented by Ryanair once
or twice a week, but very quiet when we
arrived. Our hotel had wonderful lake views
from every window, there were some great
lakeside walks and a romantic steamer trip
out onto the lake. However, the less said
about the hotel food the better. Again dinner
out was the
order of the day,
but the heavy
peasant food in
the local venue
was none too
great either. Just
as well we were
staying for just
one night.
Dawn over
Lake Balaton
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Airways to Ljubljana
Next on the itinerary was airways to
Ljubljana in Slovenia. Arrival from the east is
over some quite dramatic high ground. The
airport was busy with jet traffic when we all
called in more or less simultaneously on the
approach frequency. It was quite impressive
how smoothly five piston aircraft of different
speeds and altitude were effortlessly dovetailed between the jets into the approach
stream. The efficiency did not however
extend to the ground. Obtaining fuel at the
airport (LJLJ) was a long drawn out and
hot affair, with the sun beating down on
the bowser and the refueller working at a
snail’s pace around the five planes, as we got
hungrier and hungrier for our lunch, and the
taxi driver cooled his heels.
Ljubljana fuel stop

Ljubljana itself is an absolutely gorgeous
little flower-bedecked city, with lively bars
and restaurants lining the curving river.
There are picturesque bridges, a colourful
market, squares bustling with music and
other entertainment, and a castle on a hill the whole surrounded by parks. What more
could one want? It was also nice to be in a
country using the euro - if you can call the
current exchange rate ‘nice’. We bought very
little Avgas under two euros per litre during
the whole trip.

Ljubljana

Ljubljana airways through Venice
airspace to Padua
Anthony, doing research, found that our
next stop, Padua (LIPU), does not have
customs on Sunday, and he had a deadline
to return to England, annoyingly nonSchengen. The rest of us were planning
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further continental stops on the way home,
so Customs was not an issue. We sadly
said good-bye to Anthony and Miranda
at Ljubljana, and, after some delays while
Ryanair dominated the departure runway,
enjoyed a lovely airways flight to North Italy,
with the Venice Lido visible through the
haze to our starboard. The sector through
Venice’s airspace was some of the busiest
R/T environments I have ever experienced.
It was virtually impossible to get a word in
edgeways, and the big boys were stepping
on each others’ transmissions left, right
and centre. Once again however, we were
handled with efficiency and grace. It’s always
lovely on these trips to hear the voices of
friends on the same frequency. Sometimes
there is practical value too, as on this leg
when David was able to relay messages
between ATC and Bill and Ray who were
out of range due to their lower altitude. As
pilot of one of the slower aircraft, I am well
used to being either Tail End Charlie or
being vectored out of the way to let bigger
and better aircraft zoom past. On this
occasion however, as Paul and Sally Turner
in their Trinidad caught up with us near the
initial approach fix at SELIK, they got put
into the hold whilst we proceeded gloriously
unhindered down the NDB/DME approach
at a sedate 80kts (I know - little things please
little minds). The airport itself is tightly
packed into the surrounding urban area
and quite surprisingly difficult to spot at
first glance. As is common in many places
in Europe - but not unfortunately the UK
- the instrument approaches at Padua are
managed on an information service only.

Surprisingly un-bureaucratic Italy
and then home
Anybody who has flown GA in Italy
will regale you with stories of mindless
bureaucracy, belligerent officialdom and the
general sort of aviation experience you will
not want to go back to, ever. Not so Padua,
I’m pleased to say. Fuel was quick and
efficient, and there was virtually no form
filling. We were fuelled and in the terminal
within 20 minutes. Nobody else was
there, but there was a café which provided
a welcome panini and coffee as only the
Italians can make it. Going out again on
the Sunday was equally painless. They
had to get the bureaucracy in somewhere
though. Instead of paying up there and then,
you have the joy of awaiting a bill back in
England with the extra cost and hassle of
having to then arrange a bank transfer in
Euros.
Padua is a lively city, full of young people,
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colonnaded streets, an amazing mediaeval
market hall and a huge church attracting
pilgrims to St. Anthony’s tomb.
St. Anthony’s Basilica,
Padua

A quick pizza dinner just opposite our
little hotel rounded off the tour and next
day we went our separate ways with two
planes, including ours, taking advantage
of the fantastic weather to fly more or less
due North over the 10,000ft mountains of
the Alps. As the lowest airway was at the
absolute limit of our aircraft’s performance,
and we did not in any case have oxygen,
we flew it down an Alpine pass, VFR, with
peaks rising above us on either side, a truly
amazing experience.
Flying back across the Alps

To round the trip off we spent one final
night in Salzburg. The international airport
there got my award of the trip for efficiency
and pricing. Albeit it was a Sunday on arrival
we were fuelled, transported through the
terminal and into a taxi within half an hour.
By what other means of transport
could one have such varied and enjoyable
experiences? Four beautiful cities contrasting
with each other, one peaceful lake, good
company and lots of sunny flying into varied
airports, all in nine days. Unmissable! With
an organisation such as PPL/IR Europe
containing such a wide variety of pilot skill,
aircraft performance and flying aspiration,
no one trip can probably be attractive to
other than a limited group. This one was
definitely aimed at the ‘relaxed flying, modest
aircraft, appreciate the stopovers’ brigade. If
you fancy that regime please do come along
next year. Alternatively, if you are one of the
‘twin-turbos, fly thousands of miles non-stop to
the ends of the earth’ brigade, there are others
like you in PPL/IR Europe just waiting for
you to propose a tour of your own.
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EuroFPL - the new online
flight plan filing service
By Peter Holy

W

hen I finished my PPL in 2001 the only way anybody I knew
could file a flight plan was by filling in the ICAO form and
handing it in at the airport. A year or two later I discovered that
most UK airports simply faxed it to the Heathrow Flight Briefing
Unit, and that I could do the same.
In the meantime, that new fangled thing called internet which,
along with GPS, didn’t officially exist in the aviation world, led
many pilots to wonder why they couldn’t file flight plans via a simple
website.
When NOTAMs appeared on the internet around 2003 originally on www.ais.org.uk and later www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/
public/index.php.html - it was obvious that the user interface could
be used to file flight plans but for some reason the functionality was
not enabled.
Various explanations for this situation started circulating, ranging
from concerns over ‘flight plan vandalism’ all the way to jobs. In
retrospect, the latter was not wide of the mark: the international
nature of aviation means that a flight plan can be injected into the
AFTN from literally anywhere in the world, and by around 2000
most commercial operators had moved to electronic flight plan filing
via various overseas services. The Heathrow unit, for example, ended
up processing around 3,000 flight plans per month of which nearly
all were VFR GA, either for real flights or for PPL training flights.

woodwork a large section of UK GA who do not yet have computer/
internet skills but who for many years have managed to obtain
weather and NOTAM briefings by other means.
Some other flight plan filing websites also appeared, operated by
national CAAs, but all of them require at least one end of the flight
to be in the respective country.

And now EuroFPL
EuroFPL (www.eurofpl.eu) is a new service which appeared in
2009. Access is open to all pilots, worldwide. Currently it is free but
it supports only IFR flight plans, albeit with the Z or Y options. The
system is very straightforward and I have found it to work perfectly.
The standard ICAO flight plan form is provided as shown below.

Homebriefing.com and AFPEx
In the meantime, some enterprising people at Vienna ATC set up
Homebriefing.com which offered online flight plan filing. Initially,
it was unlimited for a flat cost of 37 euros for a year, but by the time
it became more widely known the free flight plans were limited to
flights with one end in Austria or Switzerland... all other flights were
charged at four euros each. Homebriefing became popular with
‘going places’ pilots because it was ‘just a website’, was easy to use on
a laptop with mobile internet, and avoided hanging around at airport
briefing offices.
The impending closure of the FBUs in 2009 led to the
development of AFPEx (www.flightplanningonline.co.uk) which
offers unlimited free flight plans via a direct interface to the AFTN,
but it is open only to GA pilots and airline operators based in the
UK. This Java application requires a computer which is not secured
and thus generally cannot be run on an internet cafe computer. A
major drawback - a large 4MB download at every login - was finally
eliminated in September 2009. Some usability issues remain with
VFR flight plans. Some would say that AFPEx has been presented
as a fait accompli to UK pilots, a situation compounded by some
GA airfields refusing to accept handwritten flight plans because
they would only have to type them into AFPEx themselves instead
of simply feeding them into a fax machine. However, AFPEx is
a perfectly usable tool which I have used with total success both
at home and when travelling. My no doubt controversial view is
that the real issue is that its introduction has dragged out of the
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Once a flight plan has been entered, two
options appear: Brief and File.
The Brief option generates a good
pre-flight briefing comprising airport
data, TAFs and METARs, winds aloft,
SIGWX, infra-red satellite images overlaid
onto a surface analysis chart, and airport
NOTAMs. Curiously, the briefing includes
Google images of the airports, which I
think is of marginal benefit and would
merely swell up the data usage on a mobile
GPRS/3G connection.
The File option files the flight plan to
IFPS (Eurocontrol). As with AFPEx, the
flight plan is transmitted immediately
via the AFTN without any human
intervention. The ACK/REJ/MAN status
(acknowledge/rejected/manual) appears on
the website within 60 seconds and is also
emailed to the pilot’s preconfigured email
address.
Shortly afterwards, an email is sent out
containing a list of waypoints, generated
from the filed route by IFPS -BEGIN RTEPTS
-PT -PTID SITET
-PT -PTID ETRAT
-PT -PTID DVL
-PT -PTID LISEU
-PT -PTID LGL
-PT -PTID BOBSA
-PT -PTID BENAR
-PT -PTID KOVAK
-PT -PTID VANAD
-PT -PTID AMB
-PT -PTID *3AMB
-PT -PTID SOPIL
-PT -PTID BALAN
-PT -PTID LMG
-PT -PTID MAKOX
-PT -PTID BRIVE
-PT -PTID ESISI
-PT -PTID RATRA
-PT -PTID AULON
-PT -PTID GAI
-PT -PTID MONIX
-PT -PTID PUMAL
-PT -PTID BERGA
-PT -PTID MAMUK
-PT -PTID SLL
-PT -PTID *BCN
-PT -PTID RODRA
-PT -PTID PEXOT
-PT -PTID EBROX
-PT -PTID LOTOS
-PT -PTID SOPET
-END RTEPTS
This data could be loaded, as supplied,
into the GPS. These emails can also be
delivered using SMS text, by using one of
the commercially available email to SMS
gateway services.
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Currently, a flight plan cannot be filed
until it has been validated and this means
the IFPS REROUTE ACCEPTED remark
may not be used. The pilot must develop a
valid route to start with.

Three images from the EuroFPL website
showing before, during and post flight
status

Graphical flight status
A highly impressive EuroFPL feature is
graphical flight status. This makes use of a
Eurocontrol feature which has never before
been made available to general aviation.
Flight progress can be viewed on a separate
EuroFPL website whose URL is emailed
to the subscriber who filed the flight plan,
immediately the flight plan is accepted.
Unlike tracking facilities in the USA, only
one’s own flight may be viewed - the email
contains a tracking code which is valid from
filed EOBT -0600 to +1800. The track data
is available upon aircraft departure and the
completed track is visible for some hours
afterwards.
As one might expect, the flight status
feature works only on flights which are
not only filed via IFPS (all ‘I’ flight plans
go to IFPS initially) but are actually flown
under Eurocontrol traffic management
which basically means in controlled
airspace. I once filed an IFR flight plan
from Shoreham to Southend at 2,400
feet (normally a pointless flight plan as,
being wholly in Class G, it would not be
distributed anywhere in the UK’s IFR
system) and sure enough I found that the
flight was shown as never having departed.
I would also expect, for instance, a flight
in controlled airspace but managed by a
military unit also to disappear from this
system.

Other EuroFPL website features
Other EuroFPL website features include
a means to pre-configure multiple aircraft
and pilot profiles, the storage of previously
validated routes which become available to
all other users, and the ability to do all this
via a small screen device such as an Iphone.
The EuroFPL website most admirably
avoids fancy graphics and as a result is
currently the most data-efficient one
available. For a simple flight plan filing
operation my measurements indicate data
usage of 100, 400 and 1400 kilobytes
for EuroFPL, AFPEx and Homebriefing
respectively. These figures do not include
any extras like NOTAM briefings which
could swell the usage massively. This
could be very relevant to mobile users on
GPRS/3G especially when on an expensive
roaming tariff.
Following from the economic data usage,
the site also delivers what must be the most
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efficient route validation website www.
eurofpl.eu/eurofpl/validation. This uses
about 22 kilobytes, and compares well with
an eye-watering 2,600 kilobytes of the
official Eurocontrol validation facility which
is now virtually unusable over a
GPRS connection.
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EUROSTUFF

By John Pickett

European Aviation Safety Agency
(EASA)

Expansion of Frankfurt Airport

T

Fraport AG has won
a court ruling which
will enable it to go
ahead with a $5.7
billion expansion
of Frankfurt
International Airport.

Wind factors in aviation accidents

Ryanair continues to grow

In Instrument Pilot 75 members were requested to send their
comments to the writer concerning the way that the surface
wind is reported to aircraft on ‘finals’. Robert Seaman, Senior
Applied Scientist at the Met Office, has recently published a paper
concerning wind reporting. He combines FAA/CAA accident
statistics from 1995 to 2005, which suggest that up to 43% of
weather related aviation accidents are due to wind meteorological
threats e.g. wind shear or significant cross winds. The full document
is published in the UK Flight Safety Committee’s publication
FOCUS.
Meanwhile Eurostuff would still like to receive members’ views
concerning the way surface wind is advised to pilots. It is wondered
how many of us could work out the cross wind component whilst
flying an aircraft to decision altitude on a dark and wet night with a
strong cross wind? Members are requested to send their comments to
the writer at Aviaassist@aol.com.

Ryanair has just taken delivery of a Boeing 737. Nothing unusual in
an airline acquiring another aeroplane - except that it is their 200th!

here was an overwhelming number of replies to the recent
spate of Notices of Proposed Amendment (NPAs) published by
EASA. The sheer volume of work involved in dealing with the replies
has resulted in EASA stating that the responses will not be published
until ‘late March 2010’; however the European Commission deadline
for implementation of the law changes remains 7th April 2012.

Pilots graduate in Malta
The George Cross island of the European Union has achieved
another milestone. 75 air cadets, private pilots and airline pilots have
graduated. Parliamentary secretary Clyde Puli presented certificates
to the students who successfully completed their aviation training
at the European Pilot Academy. Malta has come a long way since
the days when the Swordfish ‘Faith, Hope & Charity’ defended the
island during the last World War.

It is not all gloom and despondency. The Channel Isles based airline
Flybe is recruiting cadet pilots. Flybe has welcomed 16 new pilots
from its own sponsored pilot recruitment programme to undergo
induction for its Bombardier Q400 fleet of aeroplanes; however there
is a sting in the tail. See ‘Flight training in the EU’ below.

Advice on ELT and PLB operation
Following an accident in the North Sea recently, the Air Accident
Investigation Branch, made a recommendation concerning
training in the use of ELTs and PLBs which included training in
the correct deployment of the antenna. The rationale behind the
recommendation comes from the accident where search and rescue
activity was frustrated by poor signal propagation from the ELT/PLB
transmitters. No good having the equipment if one does not know
how to use it! See FODCOM 22/09 (www.caa.org.uk)

IR revalidations in Wales
Veritair Aviation Academy based at Cardiff Heliport in Wales is the
first training organization in the EU able to offer IR revalidations
for general aviation pilots in both aeroplane and helicopter flight
simulation devices (www.veritair.com).

Garmin reaches half of US GA fleet
Garmin has recently delivered the 100,000th GPS 400/500 series
receiver. Garmin estimates that approximately half of all US
registered general aviation aircraft have a Garmin 430/530 fitted.

Drunk pilot loses licence
In Germany a drunken pilot of a Cessna required assistance in
finding the landing runway after contacting ATC with the request
‘Where the bloody hell have you hidden yourself?’ The pilot, who has
not been named, has apparently lost his licence. Meanwhile a British
Royal Navy Sea King helicopter was scrambled from Prestwick in
Scotland to guide a disorientated general aviation pilot to safety.

European Union
The EU has named over 3,500 airlines which it is said must follow
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme or risk being banned from the
airports of the EU!
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Lembit Opik is a flying UK Member of Parliament and he has
recently supported the efforts of FairPlane, an organisation seeking
to change the thinking of the UK Government concerning the
unfair treatment of student pilots including VAT (www.fairplane.
org.uk). His column ‘When is a student not a student? When
they’re a student pilot!’ can be seen in Flight Training News (www.
ftnonline.co.uk) In an extract referring to the lack of uniformity
in applying VAT and tax incentives to UK students, he says, ‘the
Government’s own attitude suggests they agree student pilots are
like other students! Official bodies demand the same level of proof
of legitimate study from foreign rookie pilots as the authorities do
from, say English language students - and from every other student
who comes to the UK. I find these barriers to entry ludicrously selfharming to this country. But the fact they are trying to enforce them
on aviation and non-aviation scholars alike, shows no differentiation
in the status of these would-be students in the State’s eyes.
And now we uncover a dreadful contradiction. While they’re
happy to impose the same ridiculous entry sanctions on student
pilots as for the rest of the education sector, they then demonstrate
total hypocrisy, for example by charging VAT on these flight training
courses as if they were NOT educational courses!’
So we have a ludicrous situation where student pilots in the UK
have to pay VAT on their training; are not entitled to tax incentives;
and are not eligible for grants towards costs. Hence my choice of
Ireland as the country where I would seek to do my IR!
Ironically, Flybe has become the first airline to win a substantial
grant for training its own and third party pilots, engineers and cabin
crew. According to an article in Flight International magazine
of 28th September 2009 ‘The UK Learning and Skills Council has
confirmed that its capital specialisation fund will give £4.3 million to
help Flybe set up its long planned training academy close to its main base
at Exeter airport in south west England.’

Flight training in Europe – a level
playing field?
If I wish to train for an instrument rating I have the choice of doing
the training in one of the 41 countries subscribing to the JAR system.
Currently I would choose to do the training and skill test in Ireland.
I would pay no VAT and I would not have to do as many ground
examinations. Fuel would also be cheaper. How is this possible?
In IP75 the writer mentioned that CEDEFOP, the European
Centre for the Development of Vocational Training, was holding a
symposium in September 2009 on ‘Using tax incentives to promote
education and training’. The report of that symposium was
recently published. Both the way that the EU countries treated the
application of VAT and their policy concerning tax incentives were
examined.
The document is a weighty tome with over 117 pages but it
highlights the extreme differences in the attitudes of Governments
within the EU. Six countries’ protocol was examined in
detail. The complete document can be downloaded from
www.cedefop.europa.eu. A simplified précis is given in the table at
the bottom of the page.
In the United Kingdom there is another dimension, other than
that of the application of VAT and taxation incentives, namely
educational funding.
I have two sons both in their late twenties and in established
careers. Unfortunately, or fortunately, neither of my sons were
interested in flying. Both have been through university and
graduated with Master’s degrees in engineering. They both trained
as any other student would. They had the benefit of paid tuition
fees and student loans at preferential rates. VAT was not payable and
there were some tax incentives.
However, if they had wished to become professional pilots,
the situation would have been completely different. There is no
educational funding for pilots. So they would have to pay for
everything themselves. In reality this means that the parents have
to find the money. £85,000 is about the average cost for training as
a professional pilot. The cost is slightly more if a helicopter pilot’s
licence is wanted. VAT would be payable on most of the cost and
there is no tax incentive.

A Christmas present for the pilot who
has everything?
Excalibur Almaz is a Russian based space flight company. They will
be offering a week long trip into space from 2013 for a mere thirty
five million dollars!

Comparison of VAT treatment and tax incentives for training across selected countries in Europe
Country

Tax incentives
for education
and training
(enterprises)

Treatment of VAT

Tax incentives
for education
and training
(individuals)

Austria

Public and private providers of education and training are exempted from VAT

Finland

Public schools, higher education institutions and private organisations
providing education by virtue of law are exempted from VAT, other
organizations must charge VAT at 22% for their supply of services

France

General education activities are exempted from VAT. Vocational continuing
training is exempted from VAT.

Germany

Public and private education and training providers are exempted from VAT

Y

Ireland

The provision of education and training services in Ireland is exempted from
VAT, irrespective of the public or private nature of providers

Y

Netherlands

Providers of education and training are exempted from VAT irrespective of
their legal status
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Pilots’ talk
Compiled By David Bruford
Dates for your diary
Thursday 18th March 2010.
Works visit to Airbus, Filton

A

rrive from 10.30 for 11am start, to
.finish around 3.30pm. Hosted by chief
fuel systems engineer, Max Bailey, we will
visit new design, development, test rigs,
and some manufacturing, for fuel systems
and instrumentation, landing gear systems,
and wing construction, for the full range of
Airbus civil and military aircraft. Further
information and booking forms on the
website (www.pplir.org)under Events). Note
early booking deadline Friday 19 February
2010 and priority given to paid-up PPL/IR
Europe members.

Saturday 10th April 2010.
Spring meeting and AGM,
Coventry Airport
Refreshments on arrival from 10.30am,
seminars start at 11am, to finish around
4pm. Lunch and refreshments provided, cost
for the day £20 per head. Talks on ditching
survival, long distance flight planning to
remote venues, and GPS approach design
and training. Further information and
timetable with booking details on the
website (www.pplir.org)under Events).

5th-6th June 2010 (provisional
date). Weather weekend
Near continental venue (Lille or Ostend
under consideration), with Peter Gibb
(BBC weather presenter and ex-RAF
forecaster). Further information on the
website in due course (www.pplir.org)under
Events).
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Summer 2010 (Possible
dates in July being explored).
Ditching day, South Cerney,
Gloucestershire
A practical day on ditching, life rafts and
sea safety with Del Hall, CEO, Survival
Equipment Services (www.ses-safety.com).
This is a practical full-day follow up to the
equipment and theoretical presentation by
Del Hall at the Spring meeting. Further
information on the website in due course
(www.pplir.org)under Events).

The Royal Aero Club Trust
bursary scheme for young
people
Do you know anyone
who is aged between 16
and 21 years; wants to
advance their air sport
qualifications but lacks
the funds and would like
£1,000 to help them realise their air sport
ambitions?
The Royal Aero Club Trust announces
its bursary scheme for young people for the
2010 season. The bursaries include the Peter
Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up
to £1,000, two further bursaries each worth
up to £750, and additional bursaries worth
up to £500 each to anyone between 16 and
21 years of age wishing to progress their
interest in either air sports or aviation. The
closing date for applications is 31 March
2010.
The Trust has been offering bursaries for
ten years and a wide range of bursaries has
been awarded. Activities available in the
programme include gliding, ballooning,
paragliding, hang gliding, parachuting,
flying microlights, motor gliders, fixed wing
aeroplanes and helicopters, and building
and flying model aircraft. Bursaries are also
available for personal computer or flight
simulator pilots wishing to have their first
experience of an air sport.
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Applicants must be UK citizens, resident
in the UK, and training and flying can
only be conducted at clubs, associations
or training establishments in the UK.
Applications, which must arrive at the Trust
by 31 March 2010, are to be submitted
through a sponsoring organisation, club
or association. Full details, rules and an
application form are available on the Royal
Aero Club Trust web site. The Trust is very
grateful to its sponsors who generously
provide the funds for bursaries. If you, or
your organisation, would like to assist young
people in this way by becoming a Trust
sponsor, please make contact with the Trust
or click on Donations on the Trust website
(www.royalaeroclubtrust.org) or contact
David Bills, Royal Aero Club Trust Bursary
Administrator (RoyalAeroClubTrust2010@
yahoo.co.uk).

Changes to the AIS web site
The following additional features are now
available on the AIS web site. A ‘Remember
me’ check box has been added to the web site
login function so if you wish to use it make
sure that you have ‘enable/accept cookies’ set
in preferences. When obtaining a NOTAM
brief (PIB), it is now possible for users to
change the date and time of the brief. A
warning message will now be provided to
the user if the date/time parameters are
changed to a period in the past or greater
than seven days from the time the brief is
submitted. When using a narrow route brief,
a warning message will be displayed if a
waypoint does not logically fall within the
FIR for departure, destination or alternate
aerodromes and FIRs between.

GBAS landing system receives
approval
Honeywell’s SmartPath precision-landing
system has become the only ground-based
augmentation system (GBAS) to receive
FAA approval. GBAS monitors GPS signals
to detect errors and augment accuracy by
transmitting correction messages to aircraft,
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providing precision-approach guidance to all
qualifying runways at an airport. As a result,
Honeywell said that SmartPath can replace or
supplement ILS installations currently being
used at airports. However, aircraft must
be specially equipped to use GBAS since
current onboard ILS equipment cannot be
used to receive GBAS signals. ‘The approval
of Honeywell’s system marks the successful
completion of a partnership between the FAA
and Airservices Australia to build and certify
GBAS,’ said FAA Administrator Randy
Babbitt. The first US-approved system
is located in Memphis and will become
operational early next year. A SmartPath
system at Sydney Airport is pending
approval by Airservices Australia.
The FAA’s NextGen implementation plan
identifies GBAS as an enabler for descent
and approach operations to increase capacity
at crowded airports. SmartPath is currently
approved for Category I approach operations
but will eventually be able to provide Cat II
and III capabilities.

Honeywell’s SmartPath
ground-based augmentation system

European passenger traffic
down 4.3% during July 2009
ACI Europe’s latest monthly airport traffic
report – for July – reflects the current
economic view that signs of improvement
are beginning to appear. The overall
passenger traffic at European airports
decreased by 4.3% in July 2009 compared
with July 2008. The decline in overall
freight traffic among European airports
recorded a decrease of 13.4%. The overall
figure for movements at European airports
decreased 7.3%.
Olivier Jankovec, Director General ACI
Europe said ‘Things aren’t so much improving
as getting less worse. The vast majority of
European airports continue to lose traffic,
albeit at a slower pace than earlier in the year.
The real ray of light comes from the trend in
freight traffic, which is substantially above
the -20% barrier for the first time this year.
However, this cannot yet be called a recovery.’
The accumulated figure for passenger traffic
January to July 2009 decreased by 8.7%
compared with the corresponding period
2008. The accumulated figure for freight
traffic during January to July decreased by
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22.4% and movements decreased by 9.1%
during the corresponding period when
compared with 2008.

Barcelona Mayor honours GA
efforts at Red Bull air races

Mayor Jordi Hereu i Boher (centre) presented
an award from the City of Barcelona to
IAOPA Secretary General John Sheehan
(left) and Senior Vice President of IAOPA
Europe Martin Robinson (right). The
Red Bull Air Race World Championship
in Barcelona during 3rd and 4th October
highlighted the capabilities of small aircraft
in a landscape that is sometimes inhospitable
to general aviation. Restrictions and high
costs of flying challenge pilots’ freedom to
fly in many parts of Europe. The Mayor
of Barcelona expressed support for GA and
the organisations that work to protect it
worldwide, presenting IAOPA with an award
at a ceremony on 4th October.
Mayor Jordi Hereu i Boher praised
aviation activities in the Barcelona area,
especially GA, and commended Aeroclub of
Barcelona-Sabadell and the IAOPA member
organisation AOPA-Spain for their work in
helping the local economy and encouraging
people to learn to fly. He said much of this
was possible through the help and leadership
of IAOPA and its regional organisation
IAOPA Europe.
General aviation in Europe continues
to face significant challenges, Sheehan
said, but it ‘still fights for its rights and
makes small gains.’ One of those gains was
near Barcelona: Robinson worked with
local GA groups to keep nearby Sabadell
Airport from closing after an accident two
years ago. IAOPA continues to work with
Spanish organisations to address regulations
that severely restrict GA operations in
the country, and Sheehan and Robinson
met several times during the visit with
Carlos Marti, president of the Aeroclub
of Barcelona-Sabadell and AOPA-Spain,
and Juan Manuel Perez, counsel for the
organisations.
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Lycoming pricing deal
extended
A deal
Lycoming
had offered
through
August
has been
extended
through
to 4th
December
2009 and
may well be
extended
further. It means that buyers can purchase
a zero-time rebuilt engine for the price of
a factory overhaul - but there is a catch.
To take advantage of the deal, buyers
must return a Lycoming new or rebuilt
engine that has never been overhauled. ‘We
recognise that many owners may be nervous
about the economy and so they are putting off
new purchases in favour of overhauls,’ said
Lycoming Vice President of Marketing and
Sales Todd Stoner. Lycoming says its factoryrebuilt engines are built to the same limits as
new engines and come with trimmings like
a zero-time logbook and two-year warranty.
The company hopes the program will help it
retain customers ‘by upgrading their overhaul
service to something much more valuable,’
said Stoner. Price differences between an
overhaul and zero-time rebuild translate to
savings of about $3,000 on most engines.
Lycoming encourages interested customers
to check www.lycoming.com to make sure
they qualify. The company also offers a table
comparing new and factory rebuilt prices.

Recurrent IR training day
offer
In the last issue, Professional Air Training
Ltd in Bournemouth offered to run some
recurrent training days for PPL/IR Europe
members. This was to be done as a nonprofit making exercise (£150 plus VAT
per person) requiring a minimum of two
people, preferably four to six, to attend for a
day. Unfortunately, as Anthony Mollison is
recovering from a hip operation, it has not
been possible to make any arrangements.
However, if you are still interested they are
more than willing to proceed, with perhaps
one on a Saturday and one mid-week. Please
email Linda Mollison (linda@pat.uk.com)
with your availability in January to March
2010 and they will come up with some
proposed dates.
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Around the world
Part I – preparation
By Feroz Wadia

I

n August 2006, while returning from Cape Town, I was sitting
with Hans Gutmann on a beautiful beach in the Comoros
Islands and asked what he had planned for us next? We had just
had a worrying couple of days with having had to abandon our
delayed Avgas in Mozambique. Fortunately we had been able
to top up with Mogas and fly a couple of hours to these French
Islands where fuel was available. It was no surprise then when
Hans said ‘The next trip will be with turbine aircraft only. Avgas is
becoming impossible.’ A week later, using adulterated Mogas led to
the destruction of my Bonanza in Kenya. The recently installed
shoulder harnesses saved us from serious injury.

Which route?
Hans must have had a change of heart as for 2009 he proposed
a flight to Australia routing north of the Himalayas through
Armenia, Mongolia and China, returning through India and the
Middle East. But with China refusing permission for all general
aviation to enter its airspace, the Himalayas route was not an
option and he began looking into the possibility of getting Avgas
to airfields in Asia and far east Russia, making it an ‘Around the
world’ flight. There were pilots from Russia and Turkey keen to
join us and able to assist with locating and transporting fuel. They
also proved invaluable in dealing with the authorities in Turkey
and all points east.
By the end of July 2008, Hans confirmed that he could arrange
for fuel to be delivered to enough places to make the trip a
possibility. 11 aircraft varying between an Aerostar (700 hp and
220 knots) and a microlight (100 hp) had signed up. He now had
almost a year in which to organise everything else; however, a look
through my e-mails shows the following issues arising in the last
few months and days…
29th Jul 2008
We can get Avgas and the trip is on.
27th August
Hans is unable to find anyone reliable to
transport the fuel through Russia. Can anyone help?
5th Mar 2009
The co-pilot of the Aerostar backs out. Do we
know anyone prepared to share the fuel and servicing costs and fly
in the twin?
14th April
The Cessna 340 has to pull out due to illness
and we now have excess fuel ordered. We need another twin or
two singles to join us or Hans says he may have to cancel the trip.
We all agree to share the cost of the fuel and the Cessna owner
offers to pay for any fuel left behind.
20th April
I receive an e-mail from the pilot of the
microlight stating that he needs a co-pilot and do I know of
anyone keen to fly with him. The pilot must be under 80kg and
under 1.80m in height. A Turkish pilot had contacted me earlier
asking to fly in the Bonanza and I was able to put them in touch
and they agree to fly together.
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7th May
We receive the Turkish insurance
requirements… in SDRs, special drawing rights. These must be
converted according to the Turkish Republic Central Bank rate.
Are we still covered?
9th May
We get the cost of handling in Erzurum,
Turkey: for our three hour stop to refuel, €2,299.
17th May
The Romanian CAA wants insurance papers
plus full equipment lists, routing, altitude etc. of each aircraft to
allow over-flight.
19th May
Hans says that he cannot get a discount from
Jeppesen for worldwide databases for our Garmin 430, GMX 200
MFD and Garmin 496 so we need to organise these for ourselves.
24th May
The rules for entry into the US change. We
must all have valid US visas, pre-register the aircraft and crew
details, and submit final details electronically 60 minutes prior to
departure from Russia.
The waiting time for an interview at the American Embassy in
London is five weeks. Nome in Alaska is a valid port of entry to the
US but the Department of Homeland Security in Anchorage will
need to send an agent to Nome to process our arrival…at our cost.
28th May
My own insurers want an additional £7,500
premium to cover our flights outside Europe. ASCAIR, Germany
quotes €3,083 for worldwide Hull and Third Party Liability
Cover. A name worth remembering at renewal time! (Ascair
GmbH Marine and Aviation Insurance Broker www.ascair.de)
5th June
Hans now has an offer from Jeppesen for 11
copies of Jeppview software valid for two months for a total cost
€23,070 - and that is after a 50% discount! Will Boeing sell me
some of their shares in Jeppesen? The software can be installed on
four laptops and we also need to carry printers to print approach
plates as required. We opt for 11 paper trip kits for Eastern
Europe, US and the Atlantic crossing including en-route charts for
a more reasonable €8,800, after a 30% discount.
9th June
We are still without visas for Russia as we do
not have letters of invitation or pre-paid hotel vouchers. Hans pays
€1,345 to agents in Moscow for individual letters to enable us to
get the visas.
13th June
We are given a rough idea
of fuel costs and where it
is being transported from.
All the drums of Avgas
we will use in Russia will
come via St. Petersburg.
Some were actually filled
in Rotterdam and others
in Poland. The drums
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far north eastern Russia actually came originally from
Montreal but had been stored in nearby Providenya Bay
since June 2004. The fuel we will use in Russia will cost
between 3.8 and 4.8 euros per litre and we must pay for
it immediately.
20th June
We finally get a list of spares that
Hans will be carrying for his Bonanza. We can now pare
down or supplement our own spares.
20th June
Turkish authorities send an invoice for
€425 for handling each aircraft in Istanbul. The landing
fee is only €19.50 but it soon builds up with approach
€35, lighting €40, Follow-me €33, ramp handling €119,
traffic handling €56, load control €20, supervision €75
etc. etc. Needless to say when we were there we saw
no one apart from Customs and Immigration and the
very wonderful flying club members who organised our
Fuel has now been paid for in advance in Almaty and Shymkent
re-fuelling, payments and transport to their clubhouse for some
welcome refreshment.
(Kazakhstan), Olgiy and Ulaan Bataar (Mongolia) and four
20th June
We still have no flight permissions for
further refuelling stops in eastern Russia.
Uzbekistan. We will therefore not be going to Dashoguz
There is no backing out now.
(Turkmenistan), and Bukhara, Samarkand or Tashkent in
After four hours on the phone our Turkish pilot solves the
Uzbekistan. Hans feels that this might be due to the Uzbek
problem of transporting Avgas to Erzurum. It will have to come
authorities not wanting to store fuel from Kazakhstan at Tashkent from Adana (LTAF) by tanker at a charge of one euro per km.
Airport. The two countries also have border disputes. He will now Istanbul is 1,300 km away while Adana is only 830 Km. He has
need to arrange the transfer of 2,600 litres of our fuel to Atyrau,
ordered 2.5 tonnes of Avgas. The tanker has left Adana with 3,000
Kazakhstan. This change of routing would mean that we would
litres on board when we decide that we need an additional 300
arrive in Kazakhstan on the 10th July but some of our visas were
litres to fill all aircraft. The only solution is to ask the driver to
only valid from the 13th, our original arrival date. Three hours of
collect 300 litres of motor fuel on the way to blend with the Avgas.
re-fuelling in high temperatures would be followed by four hours
Hans receives a bill from Aeroflot for €14,000 for the services
of uncertainty and diplomatic activity during which we were
of Vladimir, the navigator we must carry as a condition of entry.
threatened with being sent back to Armenia where there was no
This is twice the sum he had budgeted for. However, Vladimir’s
Avgas and for which our flight permissions had expired anyway.
services prove to be worth every penny as he is even able to phone
23rd June
With ten days to go, the Mongolian CAA want
Moscow and turn IFR weather into VFR long enough to enable us
all aircraft to be satellite phone equipped as there will be no VHF
to depart legally!
communication over part of our route.
2nd July 2009 A five hour flight from Cambridge with quite a
1st July
The day before we leave Cambridge for
bit of thunderstorm dodging gets us to the official starting point...
Vienna, the Mongolian CAA want a route change in spite of our
the Diamond Aircraft Works at Wiener Neustadt in Austria.
confirming that all aircraft will be satellite phone equipped. We
Minutes after we land members Will Gray and Mike Start arrive
still do not have permission to enter Mongolian airspace. And we
from Bournemouth in the second Bonanza.
must pay MIAT (Mongolian Airlines), the handling agents, US
Mongolian Airlines empty their maintenance hangar for the intrepid
$29,600 for ground handling for the group for two landings, in
travellers
Ulaan Bataar and Olgiy in Mongolia, including US $1,500 for
unexplained additional services.
We also need to pay U.S. $7,018 for en-route navigation charges.
By this time we just shrug our shoulders and say ‘It is only more big
numbers!’
The route taken by Feroz Wadia and
the group to circumnavigate the world

In the next issue Mike Start takes up the story of the actual trip.
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